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11.0 PUBLIC DISCLOSURE PROTOCOL
One of SRB Technologies (Canada) Inc.’s goals is be transparent, visible and open with our
community, our regulators, and our staff.
SRB Technologies (Canada) Inc.’s Staff led by Senior Management are committed to achieving
this goal by having suitable mechanisms in place to provide in a timely manner specific
information in a clear and concise manner about the operations to the target audience.
SRB Technologies (Canada) Inc. is also committed to the continuous review of the
effectiveness of these mechanisms and to make modifications to adapt to perceived changes in
public perception.
SRB Technologies (Canada) Inc. possesses a Public Information Program which outlines the
mechanisms used to achieve this goal.
As SRB Technologies (Canada) Inc. operates within the City of Pembroke. The effects of the
operations, although minimal, are by far the greatest on Pembroke and its residents. For these
reasons the Public Information Program has been developed to reach the population of
Pembroke, specifically including:
• The critical group defined as individuals living within 500 meters of the facility
• Residents with wells or gardens that are being monitored by SRB
• Local and adjacent businesses
• Local media, television, print and radio
• Local special interest groups
• Local Aboriginal groups
• Local elected officials at the Municipal, Provincial and Federal level
The activities outlined in the Public Information Program demonstrates that SRB Technologies
(Canada) Inc. is committed to:
• Maintaining two-way communication channels to address the questions and concerns
of people within our target audience in a timely and clear manner
• Sending a press release to the Local Media, CNSC Staff and Local Elected Officials
within one business day after becoming aware of any Regulatory limit or licence limit
exceedance
• Posting on our website within five business days after notifying the CNSC of any
Regulatory limit or licence limit exceedance, action level exceedance, major
events, incidents or issues with the operations
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• Posting on our website within five business days after making any licence renewal or
amendment application to the CNSC
• Posting on our website results of our Environmental Monitoring Quarterly Report within five
business days after issuance to CNSC Staff
• Posting on our website all Annual Compliance Report and associated amendments and/or
addendums within five business days after issuance to CNSC Staff
• Posting on our website before March 31st a yearly update of our pamphlet which is a two page
document which introduces the company to members of the public and provides some
information on risks associated with emissions of the facility as well as providing clear contact
information for an interested reader to acquire more detailed information
• Posting on our website before March 31st a yearly update of our brochure which is an eight
page document that provides more detailed information than our pamphlet regarding the
company and regarding the risks associated with emissions of the facility as well as providing
clear contact information for an interested reader to acquire more detailed information
• Formally meeting with representatives of local interest groups to discuss licence
renewals or amendments
• Conducting regular tours of our operations for members of the community to increase
public knowledge and understanding of our operations
• Performing presentations pertaining to our operations for members of the community to
increase public knowledge and understanding of our operations
• Reviewing at least on a quarterly basis what is believed the public perception is
regarding the operations and make modifications to Public Information Program as
deemed necessary.
• Continuing to collaborate with other members of the nuclear industry
• Posting the company’s Public Disclosure Protocol on our website

